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O N THE REGULARITY OF THE WEAK SOLUTION OF CAUCHY 
PROBLEM FOR NONLINEAR PARABOLIC SYSTEMS VIA 
LIOUVILLE PROPERTY 
O.JOHN, J. STARA 
Dedicated to the memory of Svatopluk FUČÍK 
Abstracts It is proved that Liouville property of initi­
al value problem for parabolic quasilinear system - i.e. the 
fact that every bounded weak solution of the system with fro­
zen coefficients and with .zero initial data in R^+ is zero -
implies the C 0 , a C - regularity of all bounded weak solutions 
of initial value problem up to the t*0 part of the boundary. 
Moreover, if each bounded weak solution of a parabolic system 
is C 0 , e C -regular, then Liouville property holds. Similar re­
sults for interior parabolic regularity were proved in £12lf 
for elliptic systems in £53, L63, £7J,t83f C93 f£103f LIU. 
Key words; Quasilinear parabolic system, initial value 
problem, regularity up to the boundary, parabolic Liouville 
property• 
Classifications 35K55 
Introduction. It is well known that the bounded weak so-
lution of a quasilinear parabolic system need not be Holder-
continuous. In £123 there was proved that Holder-continuity 
of a solution in the interior of the domain is guaranteed if 
for the system in question certain Liouville type theorem (see 
Definition 4) holds. 
We shall prove here that Holder-continuity up to the part 
of the boundary contained in the hyperplane t=0 is a consequ-
ence of a similar Liouville type theorem for solutions on 
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half space with constant initial data (see Definition 5) under 
the assumption that the initial data are sufficiently smooth. 
There is a counterexample due to M. Struwe (see f4]) sho-
wing that a bounded weak solution starting from the smooth ini-
tial data can develop a singularity. However f in this counter-
example the parabolic system does not satisfy the conditions 
imposed here because of the quadratic dependence of the right 
hand side on the gradient of the solution. 
We are deeply indebted to It* Struwe for fruitful discus-
sions. 
I. Notations and definitions. Let Jl \m a domain in !Rn. 
Denote for a TQ£ (0f oo> 
Q + - tz-(tfi) 6 R
1 + n; te(Of_0)fx € H i , 
P » tz«(Ofx) G H0
+IS x e i l i , 




Q • Q+ u P U Q~. 
By L (Q)f W
k(Q)f c°
,<sC,aC^2(Q) will be denoted the corres-
ponding Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces and the spaces of Holder-
continuous functions. 
Let the nonlinear parabolic system in the form 
_ j _ . ___ ( a ^ ( z . u ) _ _ L ) . - £ - ( . ) + _ _ _ g *(-) , 
at a i ^ -- 3X f 5 a** 
it3-1 »• • • »m» &ifi *1f...fn 
be given. For the sake of simplicity we rewrite it in the mat-
rix form 
(D ut - divx(A(z;u)Dxu) - -f(z)-fdivxg(z). 
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First, we introduce the concept of the weak solution of 
both the system (1) and of the Cauchy problem for this system. 
(Functions Afffg,u are supposed to be defined on the corres-
ponding sets.} 
Definition 1. The function ucw| , l o o(Q)n L^ (Q) is said 
to be a weak solution of the system (1) in Q if 
(2) Vg.»€ G£°(Q)t/ tug> t - A(zfu)DxuDx<£-ldz *> Jl Cfy +gDxcp3dz. 
Definit ion 2. The function u€W°»^0C(Q
+u P ) n L ^ ( Q + ) i s 
cal led a weak solution of the Cauchy problem for the system (1) 
in Q+ with the i n i t i a l value uQ i f 
(3) V 9 € C^OQ*), supp g>cQ + u P 
ta+tu(*t " A(**u> V ^ x ^ dz " 4 * t f 9 + ^x^"5 dz " 
- / p uo(x)cjp(0,x) a% . 
In what fol lows, the functions A f f f g f u Q sa t i s fy the condi-
tions 
(4) A(z;p) i s continuous on (Q %j C ) x &m* 
(5) (A(z;p) ^ f f ) > 0 for a l l (z,p) * (Q
+ u P ) x E m f f * 0* 
(6) f G L S 1 O C ( Q
+ U P) with s > n / 2 + 1; 
(7) g € L q l 0 C ( Q
+ u P ) with q 7 n + 2* 
(9) u 0 € W ^ l 0 0 ( r ) A L f l O ( D w i t h r > n . 
Now, the properties (Li)f(Lb) of the Liouville type are 
defined. They concern the behaviour of a weak solution of (1) 
in the whole space IK n (resp. of a weak solution of the Cau-
chy problem for (1) in 1K+
+n) in case f-0f g»0f u0»0 and A be-
ing frozen in an arbitrary point z Q6Q
+ (resp. z Qe P ) . 
Definition 3 (Li). We shall say that the system (1) has 
Liouville property (Li) if the following assertion holds: 
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Let 2 he a generic point of Q+ and let the function u he 
a weak solution of the system 
(9) ut - div xUU 0|u) Dxu) * 0 
on IR n. Then u is constant. 
Definition 4 (Lb). We shall say that the system (1) has 
Liouville property (Lb) if the following assertion holds: 
Let ss he an arbitrary point of P • Let u be a weak solu-
tion of the Cauohy problem for the system (9) in R +
+ n with the 
Initial value u «0. Then u is zero, o 
We should like to prove that each system (1) satisfying 
both (Li) and (Lb) is regular in the following way: 
Definition 5 (Re). Let u be a weak solution of the Cauchy 
problem for (1) with the initial value u satisfying (8). Then 
there exists oc € (0,1) such that u 6 C 0 ^ 2 ,oC(Q+ u D . 
Remark. Cauchy problem for (1)9 being regular in the sen-
se of Definition 5, is regular with the maximal exponent cor-
responding to the regularity of u and right hand side. It can 
be proved in the following way: 
The function u 6 c£»^ 2»^ substituted to A(z',u) in (1) en-
ables us to treat it as a linear system with Holder-continuous 
coefficients. Applying Schauder estimates we obtain that the 
maximal coefficient oC1 of holderianity of the solution u is 
determined by the quality of f, g and u • 
II. Main theorem 
Theorem. Let the system (1) have the properties (Li) and 
(Lb). Then it has the property (Re). 
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Sketch of the proof. We extend the coefficients and the 
right hand side functions of (1) to the whole cylinder Q. kf-
ter that the weak solution u of the Cauohy problem for (1) in 
Q earn be shifted and prolonged in a suitable manner to the 
weak solution w of the extended system on the whole & - The (Li) 
and (Lb) imply that w is in oJ*^2f<^CQ) with an <x 6(0f1). Thus 
the assertion of the Theorem follows immediately. 
Proof. Let u be a weak solution of the Cauohy problem for 
(I) with the initial condition uQ. Put 
(10) T(Z) - u(z) - u0(x). 
Substituting to (3) we check immediately that • s a t i s f i e s 
the integral ident i ty 
( II ) V <?e C ^ Q * ) , supp g>c Q + u r 
• W [ T ? t " A (Z*V + U 0
) DX • Dx <p.l dz - f^lty + G Dx 9.1 ds, 
where 
(12) C(z) - g(z) - A(z*v(z) + uQ(x)) Dxu0(x) . 
Denote for zQ - ( t Q f x 0 ) e E
1 + n
f R>0 
(13) Q(zofR) - U - ( t f x ) | t e ( t 0 - R
2 , t 0 ) f \ x - x 0 l < R l -
- <*o - R 2 ' V X B ^O» R ) -
In the next lemma we show that the function G has the qua-
l i t y needed in what fol lows. 
Lemma 1. Let the assumptions (4) - (8) hold. Then for each 




f R < 1 f d i s t (Q(zQR)f 3 Q
+ \ P ) > b and for each 
T € L ( Q + ) , * • * « . < M i t i S 
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(14) R - U + W fa(x a ) l G ( « ) |
2 d s ^ 0 
whtrt 
(15) A - min $ | [q - (n+2)] 9 f (r-n)J > 0. 
fo provt i t 9 wt U0t tht assumptions (4) - (8) and Holder 
int quality. 
How, wt txttnd tht system (1) to tht whole domain Q. Put 
(16) -i t(**p) - f A(»%p+u0(x))9 I 6 Q
+ , - j Á U | P + u 0 W Ь *Є 
1 A ( ( 0 | x ) | p + u o ( x ) ) 9 
f # ( z ) - г f ( s ) 9 Ï Є Q
+ , 
o - « Q t 
0 9 *€Q , 
G#(») - f G(z)9 * € Q
+
9 
*• 0 f S 6 Q". 
I t can bt taa l ly ver i f ied that 
(17) A#(z|p) I0 continuous on Q x lR
m
9 
(18) U # ( -np) ^ , f ) > 0 for a l l (zip) s Q x 1K
m
§ £ * 09 
(19) f%S>\ ioc^
Q ) ^ ^ t h * BBmm B *B f o r f» 
(20) tht assert ion of Lemma 1 remains val id for tht funotion 
G# and Q ( * o f R ) c c Q. 
f t formulatt tht ntxt obvious resul t 00 
Lemma 2 . The funotion 
r v(z) on Q+ 
(21) r(z) m \ 
9 I 0 on Q 
is a weak solution of tht system 




(2Э> K љ 
a o ' љ ţлQÍ 
(24) /«(z„R> lh(a) ,2dZ " H"B"2 W m , h C a> | 2 d»-
Definition 6# Let w be a weak solution of (21) in Q* • 
point z € Q i s said to be a regular point of w i f 
(25) ^ 0 W > U ( Z ) - '-o.H ' 2 * ' * 
Lemma 3. Bach point of Q is a regular point of the weak 
solution v0 of the system (22). 
Proof. Let zQ - (tQfxo)cQ be fixodf Qde,R)cc Q. to pro-
TO that zQ is regular wo substitute first 
(26) T - (t-t0)R-
2
f X - (x-x0)R~
1
f Z - (ftX)f 
TR(T,X) - ra(t0+R
2Tf x0+RX). 
For an arbitrary constant Tootor H c t\* wo got 
(27) W v-> - ^\,^^f^R>^(t) -H,2d* • 
(The first inequality in (27) is due to the f»°t **** *h« funo-
tional 
attains its minimum on lRm in the point H m Wg g#) 
Thus, zQ is a regular point of T # if the** ***•**• a sequ-
ence {v^ 1 (Rn—* 0 + aan —> oo ) such that 
n 
(28) XT"* P ** V Q ( 0 ' 1 ) ) » 
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(29) p i s a constant vector function* 
To proT* (28) and (29) we go back to the system (22) f sub-
s t i tu t ing there for t , x , T from (26) and using the notation 
(30) Aj^Z) - A#(t0+TR
2
fx0+XR|TR(Z)) 





we see that T R ( Z ) weakly solves the system 
(3D (w) f - diTjU^Z).^-, w) • - fR + diTx GR on (Q)Rf 
where (Q)R is the image of Q in the mapping (26). 
R^O going to zerof the set (Q)R expands to the whole spa-
ce IR +n, Thus, choosing K>0 f we obtain that 
(32) 3R(K)>0:Q(0fK) c C (Q)R for all R<R(K). 
It follows that each T R (R<R(K)) is the solution of the 
system 
(33) V ? G C0°<> (Q(OfK)) 
The class of systems (33) can be interpreted as a class of 
linear parabolic systems with bounded measurable coefficients 
^AR^R<R(K)* Becail8e °* "ft-6 estimate 
(34) ^ H l l y « ( o , K » ^
T . » y Q ) 
and the continuity of A (zfp) we can deduce that the coeffici-
ents Aj^ R<R(K)f are equibounded and that all the systems of 
the class haTe the same constant -jf of ellipticity. 
To proTe that ^VR^R<R(K) is a compact set in Ii2(Q(0fK/2)) 
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we take use of the Caccioppoli type estimate {see (11f (3.1)). 
Taking account of the possibility to estimate I^-norm of -VVg 
by means of the I^-norm of vR itself (see e.g. C3.W Lemma 2*1) 
over the larger domain, we get finally 
(35) II V I 2 1/? ., -*c(1 + I T J 2 , /oro K n ) f R<R(K). 
R W^ /2»1(Q(0fK/2))
 R V Q C ° ' K " 
Prom (34) and (35) follows 
(36) Rv-Jl2 1 / ? ., £ o(K)f R<R(K). 
R W2 / 2 , 1(Q(0 fK/2)) 
iv*2 1 
Because of the compactness of the imbedding of f l * into 
Lg i* follows from (36) that we can choose the sequence i-wJi -
" ^v» ^ • d l i a Rir " °t * ° r which 
(37) -tvk^f converges to a function p in I»2(Q(0fK/2)) f 
D ^ - ^ D j - p in L2(Q(0,K/2)) f 
By means of the diagonal method we get the subsequence of 
ivk"\ (keeping the same notation for i t ) such that for each boun-
ded domain D c (R1+n i t i s 
(38) vk —* p and D - ^ - ^ D j p in L2(D) f 
vfc —> p almost everywhere on IR.
 + n* 
( in particular p c L ^ f (R1 + n)) . 
Assumptions (6) - (8) and Lemma 1 give 
(39) R| fk —* 0 and Rk Gk —>0 in L^D). 
( fk » fR and for the definition of fR see (30) % similarly for 
v> 
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Let now <? be a fixed function of C^( JR1 +**) with a com-
pact support. We can rewrite (33) as 
(4o)J^CT k 9 s ^W)VA^
3 d * -4^ l R k f k9 + ¥ A ^ ] **• 
According to (39) t **-• right hand side of (40) tends to 
zero. Thanks xo the uniform boundedness of the set {A^i on 
supp <y and the almost eTerywhere convergence 
(41) ^lirn^ Ak(Z) - A e(z Q fp(Z)) f 
we get that the Teotor function p solTes the equation 
t42) JR4*i*
tP9wrVV*)I!xp % ^ d 2 " 0, Vcp € C^(IR1+n) 
supp 9 i s compact. 
I f zQ€ Q"f then (25) with w « Te i s tr iTia l and z i s a-
regular point of T 0 . 
I f z c Q+f then (42) means that the Teotor function p i s 
the weak solution of the system 
(43) p t - diTx(AU0*p + u0(x0))Dxp) - 0 
in Ifc "fn. According to (Li ) f p i s a constant Teotor function 
and thus zQ i s regular, too. 
If f f i n a l l y , «0 € P f then (42) giTes that the p i s a 
weak solution of the Cauchy problem with zero i n i t i a l Talue for 
the system (43) . So p as 0 on R + t acoording to (Lb). From the 
tr iTia l fact that p am 0 on IK.l+n » we hare again that zQ i s a 
regular point of the solution T # of (22) and the proof of Lem-
ma 3 i s completed. 
As i t was proTed in 113 t l 2 l ,1-31. i f for a weak solution 
of (22) a l l points of Q are regular, then • t e C j j o
 , < t Q ) 
and thanks to the assumptions on uQf u e c ^
2 * ^ ^ p ) » 
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Reelark. Let us mention now the "almost neoeeoity" of Li-
ourille condition: 
Let *0 « V , let the system 
(44) ut ~ diTxU(z0,u) Dxu) - 0 
have the property (Re). Let u be a weak solut ion of the Cauohy 
problem for (44) on R^+ n with zero i n i t i a l data. Let z be ah 
arWtrmry point of !R++n. We shal l prove that (Re) implies that 
u(s) * u(0) * 0. 
Let Q+ be a set described in Seo. I which i s , in addition, 
convex, bounded and such that the points 0 end z are contained 
in Q • Using (Re) we get the existence of a constant C such that 
for every solution v of (44) with zero i n i t i a l data the estima-
te 
(45) II Y ft oL/2 — 4 o( 1 T H 1 + n ) 
holds. 
Putting uR(TfX) - u(TR fXR) we get a sequence of solut ions 
of (44) with zero i n i t i a l data and the same bound for llu--, 1 L • 
€& 
Thus for all R £1 the norms 
ttV^o.-./Z,*^) 
are equibounded. Let R £ 1 f z« ( t f x) • (TR fXR). Then (T fX)€Q . 
and 
lu(z) ~ u(0) l - l u ^ T , ! ) - 1^(0)1 - 0(1X1* + \T\^2) -
- c R ^ l x l * * I t l 0 ^ 2 ) . 
Letting R —** oo we obtain u(z) * u(0). 
So we proved that the condition (Re) for the system (44) 
yields (Lb) in the point zQ. Similar assertion can be proved 
in the interior point z0. 
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